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Attn: Annie Hillier:

Attached please find 3 items:  

Comments (cover letter)
Site Plan (revised by "commenter")
Tree protection protocols

I would appreciate it if you would verify receipt of this email.
   -Thanks-  Linda
-- 
Linda Sohlberg, Architect
Bainbridge Island WA
"Connecting Lives, Sharing Cultures"
     AFS Intercultural Programs  Volunteer
      US Dept of State Sponsored Programs Coordinator
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2 December, 2020



Linda Sohlberg

9999 Manitou Beach Drive

Bainbridge Island WA 98110



City of Bainbridge Island, 



RE: RUE application PLN51687

        VAR application PLN 51687



To whom it may concern:



Although I am not opposed in principal to the reasonable use of the subject property, there are several considerations & concerns I would like to voice in the hopes that COBI will ask that the application be revised to address these concerns.



1. Front Yard Setback:  Project proposes a considerably reduced setback of 10 ft (from the Code requirement of 25 ft).  Consider the following:

a.  The access road impinges on the property slightly, thus reducing the effective setback to appx 8 or 9 ft

b. The immediate neighborhood homes all have setbacks of at least 25 ft, and all are also restricted by wetland setbacks.  

c. With zero parking space, where would the owner plan to have visitors park?  This is not a public road- it is a private, one-lane access drive, and is not available for parking for any length of time as it would block access to other residents.

d. Summary:  we oppose granting the variance for the reduced Front Yard Setback.

2. Significant trees:  RUE application does not locate any trees.  There are 7 Landmark trees, most of which are close to or on the property line (per my estimate- see attached site plan).  

a. 66” dia Cedar located close to middle of west prop line:  This tree is within the privately owned access road ROW, and is required to be protected during construction & regarding site design (tree protection protocols attached).

b. There are 4 Douglas Firs, ranging is size from 37” to 51” diameter.  Although it is reasonable to expect that the one in the center of the property needs to be removed for construction of a residence, the 2 on the south property line are either ON the property line (and therefore certainly must be protected), or very close.

c. Alders:  the large 36” dia alder on west property line should probably be removed, as it is aging and any construction would put it at risk.  It is a danger tree to the home due west of it.  Its removal would also allow more flexibility re site access and on-site parking.

d. Note:  Tree removal would reduce the capacity of the soil to absorb rainwater, thus increasing local flooding.

3. On-site parking/driveway:  Although not indicated on the submitted site plan, I have shown a small parking pad.  This pad should be required to be a permeable surface, constructed according to accepted industry & code standards.

4. Prescriptive Easement issue:  A long existing private driveway cuts across the northwest corner of the property.  It is my understating that this would somewhat reduce the usable property as this Easement must be retained (see attached site plan).

5. Site water retention pond or filtration:  No plan is indicated.  If a retention pond or filtration area is required to protect the wetland from contamination, it would add another setback requirement for the drainfield and reserve.



In order to accommodate the house plan as shown, provide the required septic system, and protect the trees (protective radii shown on my attached site plan), it would seem that the setback from the wetlands needs to be revised, perhaps even further reducing it slightly.  This I would support in order to protect eh trees and have the required 25 ft Front Yard Setback.   Frankly, there is little to no difference in the soils etc until one gets to Test Plot 1, which does indeed have standing water much of the time in winter.  TP 2 & 3 appear to be relatively dry.  



I feel that the wetland would be adequately protected even if the setback were slightly reduced.  I would add that thoughtful “remediation” planting would be more effective than simply cramming in some prescriptive number of native species, as time and time again home owners eventually remove said plantings because they are unattractive.  A pleasing Landscape Plan might encourage stewardship of the area.





Sincerely, 

Linda Sohlberg
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                       Ribeiro Consultants
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  10744 NE Manitou Beach Drive, Bainbridge Island, WA  98110         


  Phone & Fax:  206-842-1157.  e-mail:  fungispore@comcast.net. website: www.ribeirotreeconsultants.com

Consultants to the Arboricultural & Horticultural Industries – Specializing in Plant Disease Diagnosis

________________________________________________________________________________


Protocols for Tree Protection during construction

The following is a brief explanation for the protocols that follow for the protection of mature trees during construction.


Tree roots are not like carrots. Roots spread out over a large area and are concentrated at the soil 


surface. A tree actually looks like a wine glass setting on a dinner plate (Figure 1). A wine glass 


represents (1) leaves and branches, (2) tree stem,  and (3) the structural root plate. A large dinner 


plate (4) represents the transport and feeder roots  that spread out farther than the branches. 
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Figure 1. A tree looks like a wine glass on a dinner plate.  


(from Mississippi State Extension Tree Protection Guidelines)

Roots hairs are so small and prolific they essentially are one with the soil. So any little activity that 


compacts or moves soil can kill roots. Fortunately not all roots are created equal. Tree roots closest to the stem are more essential than others for survival 


The most important area to ensure the survival of the tree is the protected root zone (PRZ). This is defined as the area below the dripline. This is the area directly below the branches of the tree. However, it must be noted that many roots extend well beyond the dripline of the tree. In terms of construction, it is not often feasible to protect such a large area. Therefore, arborists now define the most important area to be left undisturbed as the Critical Root Radius (CRR). See diagram below.


 The critical root radius is calculated as follows:


1. Measure the diameter of the tree at breast height in inches.


2. Multiply this number by 1.5 or 1. (1.5 for trees with less vigor)


3. Express the number in feet.


e.g.: diameter of tree is 30 inches.


        30 x 1.5 = 45 ft. This is the Critical Root Radius = (CRR) that must be protected.


 For trees that are vigorous or more tolerant to root disturbances, multiply by 1


30X 1 = 30 ft. for CRR,
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Figure 2: Critical Root Radius area to be protected during construction


Protocols based on University & ANSI 300 Standards:


1. Assess the health of each tree to be protected. This will determine which trees can be saved during construction activities.


2. Boost vigor of trees to be protected with humic acids+ mycorrhizae + sea kelp.


3. Measure diameters of trees to be protected.


4. Calculate the Critical Root Radius (see above diagram)


5. Place fence at CRR.


Fencing: One of the best tree protectors is a fence placed around the critical root area to prevent root injury during construction.


1. Fencing to be erected prior to construction


2. Fencing to be kept intact throughout construction 


3. This temporary fence should be at least four feet high, clearly visible and supported by steel T-bar or similar stakes.

4. Warning signs to keep out of protected area must be placed on fences.


5. Protecting groups of trees instead of individuals is recommended when possible. 

6. To protect a group of trees, determine the critical root radius for each individual tree. Then. Place a protective fence outside the critical root area of all trees.


7. All fencing and CRRs must be approved by Arborist prior to work being initiated. 


Storage of Materials:


Do NOT store any building materials and/or chemicals and fuels near the CCR of the trees.


Any chemicals spilled in protective tree zone require to be reported immediately so that remedial action can be taken to protect tree roots.


Trenching:


1. Whenever possible, use an air spade to dig trenches.


2. If not feasible to use an air spade, hand-dig trenches.


3. Any roots encountered need to be assessed by Arborist.


4. Retain as many roots as possible.


5. Roots to be cut should be done with a diamond blade to ensure clean cuts with minimum root tearing.  A sharp Arborist saw may also be used.


6. No trench digging equipment  must be allowed to encroach on CCR


7. Do not leave trenches open longer than necessary. Wet down any exposed roots.


8. At no time must excavated soil or soil brought to the site - be placed against the tree trunk.


9. Backfill the trench with an inert granular material and topsoil mix. Compact the backfill with care around the retained roots.


10. Arborist must be present during trenching.
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From: T.D. Sydnor & R.B. Heiligmann: Trees & Home Construction. Ohio State Univ.

Grade Changes:


It is very important to ensure that there are no grade changes around trees to be saved.


1. Avoid any grade change that will drastically alter the water table or how water drains around trees. 

2. Add drains where the critical root area now collects water and provide extra watering to areas that are now excessively dry. Avoid any soil compaction by machinery. 

3. Use ply boards or other means to avoid compaction in areas with machinery.
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From: Matheny, N and J.R. Clark. 1998. Trees and Development. A technical guide to preservation of trees during land Development.
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From: From: Elmendorf, W., H. Gerhold, and L. Kuhns. A guide to Preserving Trees in Development Projects. Penn State Univ.
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From: T.D. Sydnor & R.B. Heiligmann: Trees & Home Construction. Ohio State Univ.


If Tree is too close to Building


If tree is closer than the CRR for the proposed building the following options will need to be considered in conjunction with an Arborist:


1. Remove the tree or move the structure. 


2. Cantilever potions of the structure over tree roots.


3. Instead of concrete replace with interlocking pavers or flexible or porous paving construction techniques. 

4. Elevate porches on posts and brick or create flagstone walkways on sand.  

5. Other alternatives?

Summary:


Arborist needed before construction begins to look over plans.


Arborist needed during trenching work.


Arborist needed at end of construction to assess future needs of the trees.
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